RTK.Loadfile

Loadfile checks and tweaks made simple

Loadfiles are the cornerstone of
getting data in, and out of review
platforms. They can come in all
different shapes and sizes, and
often, litigation support teams and
platform administrators want to be
able to perform checks, or make
amendments or changes to them
before loading them into the review
tools, or exchanging them with
another party.
RTK.Loadfile is a simple to use utility which integrates with
Relativity and provides the following features:
uu Provide statistics about the loadfile (column names and
number of data rows)
uu Conversion between Concordance DAT and CSV, to
facilitate easier manipulation i.e. in Microsoft Excel
uu Splitting a loadfile into more manageable “chunks”
uu Comparison against a Relativity workspace to identify
missing documents
This simplifies working with, and checking load files as more
specialist actions are made simple through providing a user
interface which is fully integrated with Relativity. No longer do you
need to write SQL scripts or VLOOKUPs to compare documents
in a loadfile against what’s loaded into a workspace. RTK.
Loadfile also handles the delimiters within delimited files (.DAT,
.CSV) so conversions are straightforward and there’s no more
worrying about if a delimiter appears within a string.

RTK.Loadfile presents features using a familiar Relativity userinterface style which makes the features accessible to more of your
teams, rather than just the staff who have specialist skills.

RTK.Loadfile has been built by Relativity users, for Relativity
users and has been designed and built by a team of Relativity
Certified Administrators. This means we replicate the same
straightforward functionality, workflow, look and feel that you
have come to expect from Relativity.
Installing RTK.Loadfile is simple using the Relativity Application
Deployment System and has been tested on Relativity versions
8.0 through to 9.2.
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